Ron (played by Kieron Bentley)
Ro is a complex individual, lurking in the shadows of his siblings. His
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constant attempts to discover superhuman abilities have threatened his life
numerous times. Once, he submerged himself in a bathtub of water with a
heavy weight on his face to prove he could remain under water forever. It
was only when Frank relieved himself accidentally in the bathtub that Ron
jumped out.

Ladyblossom (played by Caroline Kelly)
Under Vivian’s watchful guise, Ladyblossom has begun practicing her
medicine on the homeless, treating them for sores and mal-nutrition. Her
working hours are more than the CEO’s of Britain’s banks and still she is
yet to receive such a bonus.

Leo (played by Ed Blackwell)
Voted third best worst sexy businessman of the year, Leo is a determined
individual who built his business from the ground up. He sees himself as
the new Sir Alan Sugar, although all his applications to “The Apprentice”
have been rejected.

Paul (played by James “Fish” Cooke)
Recruite by the S.A.S, completing two tours during Desert Storm and
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Afghanistan; Paul is the ultimate soldier. Immovable, untouchable and
clinically decisive, his hobbies are: “saving small, poor looking children
from bullets, “ending” bad guys and taking RPG fire from a helicopter,
whilst performing a counter-offensive through jungle terrain with nothing
but a knife against at least 76 bad guys.

John (played by Mahan Arora)
A good-hearted street rat, John is one of those people who walks into
trouble and somehow always walks out. Rescued by the family when he
was lying broken on a main road, John instantly became smitten with
Gretel. A poor man’s Romeo, all his attempts to woo her have failed,
including throwing a brick through her window.

Jessica (played by Laura Timmins)
Her family are newcomers to the movement and run the squatter’s café.
Eager to find new friends so she doesn’t have to play catch with her pet
rock all day, she wonders around the community looking for people to
help.

